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Problem 1 – Transistor 

(15 pts) 

 

Draw a NPN BJT circuit that would drive an LED using an 18 volt source.  Assume the LED 

has a 4.5 volt forward voltage drop and is regulated to run at a maximum continuous 

current of 350 mA.  To be really safe, we decide to run the LED at 200 mA in the circuit.   

Draw the LED, power source, resistors, ground, and connect the wires to the PIC and 

transistor shown below.  Use RC5 to control the circuit.  Make sure to label any resistor 

values used.  Pick real resistor values.  Neither inductive kick protection nor other PIC 

connections are required. 
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Problem 2 – The Charin Variable Type 

(20 pts) 

 

2.1)  (6 pts)  I just made up a new variable type.  It’s bigger than a char but smaller than 

in int.  It’s 9 bits long and called a “charin”.  Here is an example: 

 
charin x = 4; 

charin y = -14; 

 

charin’s are signed by default and use 2’s complement to store the value just like char 

and int.  Write out the binary representation of x and y that is stored in memory for a 

charin: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.2) (6 pts) If I then added the lines of code using our charin x: 
x = 1200; 

printf(“x = %d\n”, x); 

 

What would get printed? 

 

 

 

 

2.3) (4 pts) What is the range of values that can be stored with a signed charin? 

 

 

 

 

 

2.4) (4 pts) What is the range of values that can be stored with an unsigned charin? 
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Problem 3 

(35 pts) 

 

Go on Angel -> Lessons -> Exam 1 and download “Morse Code Printf.c”.  Add your name 

to the top of “Morse Code Printf.c” now so you don’t forget. 

 

The goal of this program is to display a character array using Morse Code.  For Problem 

3 you will use the Simulator UART window via the printf command.  At present the main 

function calls sendMorseCode: 

 
 char msg1[] = "sos sos"; 

 sendMorseCode(msg1, MSG1_LENGTH); 

 

but if you go to sendMorseCode, you will find only a blank function.  Your job is to write 

this function and transmitChar to make the display printf “sos sos” in Morse Code: 
 

* * *   --- --- ---   * * *       * * *   --- --- ---   * * * 

 

Let’s look at that with numbers below so you can see the exact spacing. 
 

* * *   --- --- ---   * * *       * * *   --- --- ---   * * * 

1234567890123456789012345678901234567890123456789012345678901 
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You will be writing two functions in this problem and making a slight change to the main 

function.  Here is a list of all functions used. 

 

main 

 

Processing Functions 

sendMorseCode (which receives a char array pointer and length of that array) 

transmitChar (which needs to receive a char) 

 

Transmit Functions (all written for you in this Problem) 

dot 

dash  

spaceBetweenMarksWithinLetter 

spaceBetweenLetters 

spaceBetweenWords 

spaceAfterMessage 

 

None of the functions return anything so they are all of return type void.  The only 

functions that receive parameters are the two Processing Functions that you will write.  

The sendMorseCode function will need to loop through the char array passing each char 

individually to transmitChar.  Then transmitChar, which you will need to add from 

scratch, needs to decide what combination of dot, dash, and 

spaceBetweenMarksWithinLetter functions to call based on the char that is received.  

Note, to save time, only implement the chars that you need to implement within 

transmitChar (so far that’s  ‘s’, ‘o’, and ‘ ‘). 

 

All the Transmit Functions have been written for you.  Based on the example of “sos 

sos” and the Morse Code rules on the prior page you should be able to understand all of 

them.  For spaceAfterMessage, I just print a new line character.  Make sure you add any 

additional steps for displaying printf’s in the simulator window to see you code work. 

  

After you write the two missing functions, add a second message to sendMorseCode on.  

After printing “sos sos” have your code print a second message called msg2 with the 

string “noon is so soon”. 
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Make sure you get in all the code you can to get partial credit.  If you are a rock star 

programmer and get the whole thing working the Output window will display both 

messages, as shown. 

 

 
 

Details about spacing 

As a free hint, generally the spacing works best if from sendMorseCode you 

transmitChar the current character then call spaceBetweenLetters.  However, you 

should not call spaceBetweenLetters in three cases: 

 

1. It’s the last letter of the message 

2. The next character is be a space 

3. The current character sent to transmitChar is a space 

This hint will help you get the exact spacing correct. 

 

You can work on Problem 4 before submitting any code to Angel, but make sure you 

save “Morse Code Printf.c” into the Angel dropbox before leaving the exam!  

 

Use your time wisely and make sure you work on both Problem 3 and Problem 4 

regardless of your progress on this problem. 
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Problem 4 

(30 pts) 

                                                                                   
For this problem make a copy of whatever you got for “Morse Code Printf.c” and 

rename it “Morse Code LED.c”.  If you didn’t get anywhere useful on Problem 3 feel free 

to start from a blank slate, by re-downloading “Morse Code Printf.c” again and starting 

from there.  This problem is graded independent of Problem 3.   

 

 For this part you will be replacing the Transmit Function mechanism.  No longer will you 

be using printfs to the screen.  You will setup PORTB for output and use RB0 to flash 

Morse Code.  So you will need to change the code within these functions: 

 

main  

 

Transmit Functions 

dot 

dash  

spaceBetweenMarksWithinLetter 

spaceBetweenLetters 

spaceBetweenWords 

spaceAfterMessage 

 

So you need to remove any code relating to printf work and use appropriate code for 

flashing an LED on RB0 with appropriate high and low times for each event.  You will not 

have a PIC, so you won’t be able to test this part in a physical system.  Code it so that it 

would work in you could download it tough.  Also don’t worry about the functions 

sendMorseCode or transmitChar, they will not be graded in this problem. 

 

To make the code cleaner I am requiring you to add one additional helper function, 

called delayTicks.  delayTicks must receive a char parameter called numDelays.  

delayTicks does not return anything.  The purpose of delayTicks is to cause a delay equal 

to (250 mS * numDelays).  250 mS will be the time for one dot.  So to wait the time 

needed for a dash you’d need to call delayTicks(3). 

 

Additionally, to prove you have the skill, use the internal oscillator and set the clock 

frequency to 2 MHz.  Adjust your delayTicks function to work with that clock frequency. 

 

Use the delayTicks, function plus any code needed for RBO to implement all six transmit 

functions.  For the spaceAfterMessage function, just use double the time for the 

spaceBetweenWords. 

 

Before you leave the room, submit both “Morse Code Printf.c” and “Morse Code LED.c” 

on Angel (very important) and hand in your exam. 

 
 


